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Living Images and Images We Live By
Images are media of showing (more than of saying). They show, show something
(as something), show themselves (and are shown and used, so that something can be
shown by them), and at any rate they hide a lot. Showing and saying is the guiding difference I follow in understanding images.
Thus the power of images can be conceptualised: it is the power of showing, let us
see, make us see something as something and perhaps even more: they can let and make
us seeing, feeling and acting in accordance to their showing. The power of images then is
a “deictic”, or “monstrational” power – what I would call “Deutungsmacht” (interpretational power).
We not only live in iconic environments. Our life is embedded in images. We
live with images. Some of them are quite powerful and “vivid”: they are living images of
our desires, rules, traditions and ideals. They may be vivid representations (and performative presence) of cultural imaginaries we live in and by. Such images we live by are
figures of orientation. They (claim to) direct our lives: that we are following them in
living by them, like to “reincarnate” them.
The life of such images is “given” by us. We are animating them by desire and
belief. But already animated and living images can be vivid as well against the belief of
others. Image-politics and -performance implies as well that we have to live by them
and have to believe in them (normative orders).
Whenever we live by images (animated by our will to believe in images), we become more or less living images ourselves. There is a miraculous transformation (not to
say a transubstantiation), whenever one lives by certain images. May one call it “mimesis” or imitation, orientation or following: images we live by become present in
and as our lives. We become their medium of distribution and re/presentation. It may be
that education and religion, politics and economies are systems, communicating in and
with images: images they want to distribute and spread. They make us believing in them
and thereby make us to become living images.
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